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‘Hooliganism’ at Euro 2016: the social 
psychology of the ‘English Disease’ 
Professor Clifford Stott considers what has actually happened out in France, and lessons 
to be learned. 

 
For many people, England fan identity is synonymous with another characteristic – ‘hooliganism’. 

Certainly, as England fans gathered in the centre of St Etienne on the eve of their last group 
fixture against Slovakia it was all ‘kicking off’. At one point, beer showered down from above as 
England fans threw their plastic glasses into the air. But below them wasn’t crowd conflict, just 
vibrant dancing as a PA pumped out Gala's 1997 hit 'Freed from Desire' while all about jumped 
up and down chanting 'Vardy’s on fire'.  

How stark the contrast to only a few days previously where England fans had firstly ‘rioted’ in 
Marseilles and then moved onto Lille, where they again had been involved in serious 
confrontations. In both locations tear gas had been the ‘plats du jour’. 

But of course it’s not just been the behaviour of England fans in the news. The match between 
Croatia and Turkey had to be suspended for a short while – flares had been thrown onto the 
pitch, and a banger had exploded in the face of a fire steward. 

With such high levels of ‘disorder’ surrounding the tournament in France, people are beginning to 
wonder if we are seeing a return to the ‘dark days’ of the 1980’s where football was plagued with 
the ‘English Disease’.  

With rioting extending across three days in the run up to England’s opening match against 
Russia, Marseilles will itself be enough for Euro2016 to be remembered for ‘rioting’ off the pitch 
as well as events on it. Almost immediately after the fighting first broke out in the city on eve of 
the tournament, mainstream media analysis began attributing blame to the presence of English 
‘hooligans’. But by Sunday morning it was clear that England fans were actually victims.  

When England last played in Marseille in 1998, when widespread rioting also took place – rioting 
created then, as in 2016, not by English hooliganism but by a complex array of interrelating 
factors linked to crowd psychology and behaviour but also therefore to policing.  

It is clear that England fans arriving in Marseille began congregating in the Old Port area of the 
city on Thursday evening. Some were singing and drinking, acting boisterously, even invoking 
boorish chants about German Bombers and Krauts.  

Others were simply relaxing in the many bars and restaurants. Then, at some point French 
‘Ultras’ began perpetrating violent unprovoked attacks on England fans, to which the police 
responded not by arresting but dispersing protagonists with tear gas grenades.  

Ultimately, the policing fed into a form of identity among England fans whereby conflict against 
police and locals was understood as increasingly legitimate and at times even necessary in order 
for England fans to defend themselves and others around them, or to otherwise retaliate against 
these ‘unprovoked’ attacks. 

In groups and out groups come into play with English fans identifying with each other and against 
anyone else. A sense of tribe! 

The Financial Times quoted one England fan involved defiantly claiming that the “Russians 
started charging us so we all just said ‘come on, let’s get them. We weren’t here for violence but 
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